In __ & Dogs, the two species fight each other around oblivious humans.

Where the Red __ Grows was made into a movie in 1974 and 2003.

A young man enters a dogsled race in 1994's __ Will.

Jeff Bridges starred in 2009's A Dog __.

In 1974, the lovable stray named __ saved two children.

Balto saves a city in __ from a deadly sickness.

In Disney's The Fox and the Hound, the fox is Tod and the hound is __.

The first __ movie starred Roddy McDowell in 1943 and became a TV series.

Jennifer Aniston and Owen Wilson starred in 2008's __ & Me.

Fred MacMurray and Tim Allen have both starred in The __ Dog.

The 1996 movie __ is about a rescued beagle, based on children's book.

Glen Close played __ de Vil in the live action version of 101 Dalmatians.

Eight Below and Snow Dogs are about __ __ teams.

Hachi: A __ is based on a true story of a very loyal dog.

Chevy Chase is sent to solve his own murder as a dog in 1980's Oh __ Dog.

Burt __ and Dom DeLuise voiced dogs in All Dogs Go to Heaven.

A St. Bernard named __ starred in eight movies.

2008's Beverly Hills __ has two sequels.

__ was a 2010 movie based on a long running comic strip.

The sequel to __ is 1963's Savage Sam.

Air Bud - and its sequels - are about a golden __.

__ __ __ was a TV series and a movie that were based on a true story.


Because of __ __ is based on a novel by Kate DiCamillo.

1975's A Boy and His Dog is a post-__ movie based on a novella.

Big Red was a 1962 Disney movie about an __.

My Dog Skip, starring Frankie Muniz, takes place in __ in the 1940s.

Disney's Oliver & Company is based on __.

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

___ __ __ __ __ __ __

___ __ __ __ __ __ __

___ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

____________________
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